
COPY May 2%

Subjectt Conference on International
Stabilisation Fund and Bank.

fot Chairman Eoeles

Promt Mr, Goldenweiser

The material submitted by the Secretary consists oft

(1) a brief memorandum to the President in which i t is stated that

plans for international financial reconstruction after the war

should be studied now and that the Board of Economic warfare, the

Department of State, and the Board of Governors should cooperate

with the treasury in undertaking the study at onoej and (2) a

slightly longer memorandum in which i t is stated that plans for an

International stabilisation fund and for an international bank

have been prepared and are submitted as a basis of discussion* It

Is indicated that the plans are bold, far-reaching, unorthodox, and

open to the charge of being too international* It Is also stated

as the writer*s conviction that they must be all of these things*

The plans themselves are not appended* Reference i s made to the

Rio resolution for the calling of a conference of Finance Ministers

to discuss the establishment of an international stabilisation fund*

Ho mention is made of the proposed Inter-American Bank*

I think that this i s a matter of the very first order of

importance and that we should participate to the fullest extent*

E. A* a*

Attachments
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TR&ASURY

Hashington

May 20, 191+2

My dear Mr* Eoclesj

I am appending a memorandum which X
submitted to t h e Pres ident with an enolosure
which I th ink you w i l l f ind se l f - exp lana to ry .
The President t o l d me to continue the study
of the proposal i n conjunction with the S ta t e
Department, Board of Economic Warfare and
Export-Import Bank and t o speak t o him again
about the p r o j e c t a f t e r we had progressed
further in our study and after I had obtained
the views of the State Department. X would
very rauoh like to have the Federal Reserve Board
join us In the study.

X would appreciate i t very much if you
or someone you would care to designate would meet
with me at 3*00 P.M. on Monday, May 25•

The proposal i s , of course, in the study
stage and if before the meeting you want more in-
formation on the matter, Harry Uhlte is available
and will be glad to disouss i t at your convenience.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed)
H» Morgenthau, Jr.

Secretary of the Treasury

The Honorable Marriner 3. Socles,
Chairman, Board of Governors of the

Federal Beserve System,
Washington, D. G.

Enclosures
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MSUO'dLNBHi FOR THS PRSSIDSHTt

I hare had prepared in the Treasury the attached study
of a Stabilisation Fund for the United and Associated Rations and
an International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The
purpose of these two agencies Is to meet the inevitable post-war
international monetary and oradit problems—to prevent disruption
of foreign exchange and the collapse of monetary and credit systems,
to assure the restoration of foreign trade and to supply the huge
volume of capital that will be needed abroad for relief, for recon-
struction, and economic development essential for the attainment of
world prosperity and higher standards of living.

I would like very much to have you read the appended
extract from the study which briefly sets forth «hy preliminary work
for the establishment of such institutions should be entered into
now, and gives ©me indication of their nature and scope*

I an convinced that the launching of such a plan at this
time has tremendous strategic as well as economic bearing. It seems
to me that the time is ripe to dranmtiie our international economic
objectives in terms of action which people everywhere will recognise
as practical, powerful and inspiring*

In the flush of success our enemies always dealt upon their
"New Orders'1 for Europe and for Asia. There could be no more solid
demonstration of our confidence that the tide is turning than the an-
nouncement of the formulation in concrete terms, and the preparation
of specific instrumentalities for what really would be a Hew Deal in
international economics*

If you think this Idea is worth canvassing, I would like to
ask the Board of Iconomlo Warfare, State Department and Federal Reserve
Board and other appropriate agencies to work with the Treasury on these
plans with a view to your calling a conference to be held In Washington
of Finance Ministers of the United and Associated nations. In this eon*
nection you will remember that Hesolution XV of the Sio Conference al-
ready commits the American Republics to participate in such a conference*

to give some idea of the ground that might be covered by a
conference of that character, there is also appended a file of a few pre-
liminary documents which Includes a suggested agenda whioh might accompany
the invitations, and a suggested program of the conference.
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Suggested Plan for a United and Associated Nations
Stabilization Fund and a Bank for Reconstruction and
Development of the United and Associated Nations

It is yet too soon to know the precise form or the

approximate magnitude of post-war monetary problems. But

one thing is certain. No matter how long the war lasts

nor how it is won, we shall be faced with three inescap-

able problems: to prevent the disruption of foreign

exchanges and the collapse of monetary and credit systems;

to assure the restoration of foreign trade; and to supply

the huge volume of capital that will be needed virtually

throughout the world for reconstruction, for relief, and

for economic recovery.

If we are to avoid drifting from the peace table into

a period of chaotic competition, monetary disorders, de-

pressions, political disruption, and finally into new wars

within as well as among nations, we must be equipped to

grapple with these three problems and to make substantial

progress toward their solution.

Specific plans must be formulated now.

Clearly the task can be successfully handled only

through international action. In most discussions of post-

war problems this fact has been recognized, yet to date —

though a number of persons have pointed to the solution in

general terms—no detailed plans sufficiently realistic or
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practical to give promise of accomplishing the task have

been formulated or discussed. It is high time that such

plans were drafted. It is time that detailed and workable

plans be prepared providing for the creation of agencies

with resources, powers and structure adequate to meet the

three major post-war needs.

Such agencies should, of course, be designed to deal

chiefly with post-war problems. But their establishment

must not be postponed until the end of hostilities. It

takes many months to set up such agencies. First, a plan

has.to be perfected. Then it has to be carefully con-

sidered by a number of countries. In each country, again,

acceptance can follow only upon legislation. That alone

will consume many months and possibly longer. And even

when the plan is finally accepted, much time will be fur-

ther consumed in the collection of personnel, and the

performance of the preliminary ground work which must be

dona before effective operations cs.n begin. Altogether,

a year may be required before a proposal can be trans-

formed into an operating agency.

Obviously, therefore, even though no important Imme-

diate ends will be served by ha.ving such agencies function-

ing during war time, it will be an error to wait until the

end of the war is in sight before beginning serious dis-

cussion of plans for establishing such agencies. No one

knows how soon the war will end, and no one can know howDigitized for FRASER 
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long it will take to get plans approved and the agencies

started. Yet, if we arc to "win the peace", which will

follow the war, we must have adequate economic instruments

with which to carry on effective work as soon as the war

is over. It would be ill-advised, if not positively dan-

gerous, to le^ve ourselves at the end of the war unprepared

for the stupendous task of world-wide economic reconstruc-

tion.

Specific proposals will help win the war.

But there is an additional important reason for initi-

ating at once serious discussion of specific proposals.

Such discussion will be a factor toward winning the war.

It has been frequently suggested, and with much cogency,

that the task of securing the; defeat of the Axis powers

would be made easier if the victims of aggression, actual

and potential, could have more assurance that a victory by

the United Nations will not mean in the economic sphere, a

mere return to the pro--war pattern of every-country-f or-

itself, of inevitable depression, of possible wide-spread

economic chaos with the weaker nations succumbing first

under the law-of-the-jungle that characterized international

economic practices of the pre-war decade. That assurance

must be given now. The people of the anti-Axis powers must

be encouraged to feel themselves on solid international

ground, they must be given to underst£md that a United

Nations victory will not usher in another two decades of
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economic uneasiness, bickering, ferment, and disruption.

They must be assured that something will be done in the

sphere of international eeononio relations that is new,

that is powerful enough and comprehensive enough to give

expectation of succtss^ullTr filling a vorld need. They

must have assurance that methods and resources are being

prepared to provide then vrlth capital to hfelj: them rebuild

thel.r<jGVC.Vfar&O$. areas, reconstruct their y-ar-distorted

economies, ar.a heir, free then from the strangulating frasp

of lost markets and depleted reserves. Finally, they must

have assurance that the United States decs not intend to

desert the rur-r;crn and impoverished nations after the war

is won, but proposes to help then in the lonf and difficult

task of economics reconstruction* To help then, not pri-

marily for altruistic motives, but iron recognition of the

truth that prosperity, like peo.ee, is indivisible. To give

that assurance now is to unify and encourage the anti-Axis

forces, to greatly strengthen their will and effort to win.

Nor fill the effect bo on the anti-Axis powers alone.

"Vhetner v/ithin the Axis countries the will to fight would

be weakened by such arrangements is not certain, but assur-

edly it would not bo strengthened« And certainly the people

in the invaded countries, and the wavering elements in the

Axis-dominated and Axis influenced countries would bo given

additional cause to throw in their lot more definitely and

tpe-nly with the anti-Axis forces if there is real promise

that an orderly prosperous world will emerge from a United •

Nat ions vi ct ory .
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Two International Government Agencies must be established

--a Stabilization Fund and a Bank for Roconstruction.

A vital part of that promise- rests on international

monetary and banking collaboration. The United Nations

and the Nations associated with then must undertake co-

operatively two tasks as soon as possible: first, to

provide an instrument with the means and the procedure to

stabilize foreign exchange rates and strengthen the mone-

tary systems of the United Nations; and second, to estab-

lish an agency with resources and powers adequate to provide

capital for economic reconstruction, to facilitate rapid

and smooth transition fron rjar-tine economies to peace-time

economies, to provide relief for stricken peoples during

the immediate post-war period, to increase foreign trade,

and permanently increase the productivity of the United

Nations.

Those two tasks should be kept distinct. Though in

some of their facets and in many of their consequences

there is considerable interdependence and interaction, the

two are different enough to call for separate instrumen-

talities. Each is sufficiently specialised to require dif-

ferent resources, different responsibilities, and different

procedures and criteria for action. To supply the United

Nations with necessary capital not otherwise available

except possibly on too costly terms should be the function

of a bank created for that specific purposej whereas mone-

tary stabilization--^, highly specialized function calling
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for a special structure, special personnel, and special

organization—would best be performed by a stabilization

fund created to perform that special function.

It is therefore recommended that immediate consider-

ation be given to formulating plans for the establishment

of two separate institutions?

1. A United and Associated Nations Stabilization

Fund, and

24 A Bank for Reconstruction and Development of the

United .and Associated Nations.

While either agency could function without the existence

of the other| the creation of both would nevertheless aid

greatly in the functioning of each. Doubtless one agency

with the combined functions of both could be set up, but

it could operate only with a loss of effectiveness, risk

of over-centralization of power, and danger of making costly

errors of judgment. The best promise of successful opera-

tion scons to lie in the creation of two separate institu-

tions, linked together by one or two directors in common.

Proposals must be drafted by experts of many governments

nesting for that purpose.

It is hoped that some time soon, representatives of

various interested governments will meet in conference

to explore the possibility of working out a plan for the

establishment of an international stabilization fund and

bank. To facilitate the preliminary work of such a commit-

tee, .and to provide the officials of the interested govern-

ments with a proposal set in specific enough terms to
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encourage and justify fruitful discussion prior to a

meeting, the following report has been prepared. It con-

tains a suggested plan for a fund and for a bank, and

also scciG discussion of the various ooints involved.

Anyone familiar with the tr.sk of setting up now and

complex organizations such as the two envisaged will

fully appreciate that no single person, no matter how

well informed on the subject, can hope to draft a plan

that would meet with general approval. This is especially

true of a proposal calling for international collaboration

and requiring acceptance by several governments. To draft

a pirn that is likely to moot with approval of various

governments is a task beyond the competence even of a group

of economists from any single country. The details of any

plan submitted for consideration would have to be subjected

to careful evaluation and examination by a number of men,

some of whon should be expert in the handling of inter-

national economic problems and monetary theory, and others

at home in related fields. In addition to monetary problems,

questions of sovereignty, of national interest, and of broad

economic policy are involved in some of the more important

provisions, and these inevitably must be the subject of

controversy cud conrDromise, They are also matters that

must be discussed in detail and at length by high officials

whose responsibilities include the shaping and administration

of monetary and financial policy.
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The proposals and comments that follow are submitted

with the intent of providing a starting point for intelli-

gent discussion and of calling attention to some of the

difficulties which would have to be satisfactorily met

before a workable and acceptable plan may emerge. The

proposals have been set forth only in outline and for the

most part only those points are included which are essential

to an understanding of the plan*

It is certain that some of the powers and requirements

included in the outline of the Fund and the Bank will not

survive discussion, prejudice and fear of departure from

the usual« Some may not stand the test of political reality,

and some may be unacceptable on technical grounds, while

others may be generally regarded as going too far toward

"internationalism," Yet most of them appear as desirable

objectives in most writings or conferences on post-war

economies and are worth considering.

Willingness to depart from tradition and break new ground

is essential if meaningful results are to be obtained.

It will perhaps help toward understanding and induce

a more sympathetic approach to the proposals which follow

to state at the outset that something much more than the

usual banking and stabilization functions are envisaged in

the plan. There is urgent need for instruments which will

pave the way and make easy a high degree of cooperation

and collaboration among the United Nations in economic
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fields hitherto held too sacrosanct for international

action or multilateral sovereignty. A breach must be made

and widened in the outmoded and disastrous economic policy

of each-country-for-itseIf-and-the-devil-take-the-weakest.

Just as the failure to develop an effective League of

Nations has made possible "two devastating wars within one

generation, so the absence of a high degree of economic

collaboration among the leading nations will, during the

coming decade, inevitably result in economic warfare that

will be but the prelude and instigator of military warfare

on an even vaster scale.

The Fund and the Bank described in the following pages

are envisaged as economic instruments that most easily and

effectively can facilitate that high degree of economic

collaboration. . It will be at once apparent that the re-

sources, powers and requirements for membership, aecorded

both agencies go far beyond the usual attributes of mone-

tary stabilization and of banking. -They must if they are

to be the stepping stone from shortsighted disastrous

economic nationalism to intelligent international collabor-

ation. Timidity will not serve. It is my conviction that

the long-time effectiveness of both agencies will be

measured by the degree to which boldness and vision are-

displayed in their organization and objectives.
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Part I, which follows, consists of an outline of

(l) a United and Associated Nations Stabilization Fund,

and (2) of a Bank for Reconstruction of the United and

Associated Nations,

Part II consists of a brief explanation and dis-

cussion of the proposed Fund, and Part III of the proposed

Bank.
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